An individual, human or animal, is defined to be in a conscious state empirically by the behavioral ability to respond meaningfully to stimuli, whereas the loss of consciousness is defined by unresponsiveness. PET measurements of glucose or oxygen consumption show a widespread Ϸ45% reduction in cerebral energy consumption with anesthesia-induced loss of consciousness. Because baseline brain energy consumption has been shown by 13 C magnetic resonance spectroscopy to be almost exclusively dedicated to neuronal signaling, we propose that the high level of brain energy is a necessary property of the conscious state. Two additional neuronal properties of the conscious state change with anesthesia. The delocalized fMRI activity patterns in rat brain during sensory stimulation at a higher energy state (close to the awake) collapse to a contralateral somatosensory response at lower energy state (deep anesthesia). Firing rates of an ensemble of neurons in the rat somatosensory cortex shift from the ␥-band range (20 -40 Hz) at higher energy state to <10 Hz at lower energy state. With the conscious state defined by the individual's behavior and maintained by high cerebral energy, measurable properties of that state are the widespread fMRI patterns and high frequency neuronal activity, both of which support the extensive interregional communication characteristic of consciousness. This usage of high brain energies when the person is in the ''state'' of consciousness differs from most studies, which attend the smaller energy increments observed during the stimulations that form the ''contents'' of that state.
T he excitement in modern neuroscience anticipates relating brain activity to mental processes of behavioral states, such as consciousness. In recent years, fMRI, 13 C magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), PET, and electrophysiology experiments have been directed toward these goals. These studies have measured brain energy production in the form of glucose oxidation in the resting awake state and the anesthetized state, and have followed regional changes during stimulation from these states. The most striking result is that the total energy consumption supporting neuronal firing in the conscious awake, baseline state is orders of magnitude larger than the energy changes during stimulation (1) (2) (3) . Nonetheless, most research relating brain activity to mental processes has been based on the smaller fMRI or PET increments, which generally are interpreted as localizing psychological concepts. Early functional imaging studies by Posner and Raichle (4), using PET scans, posited that a connection between mental concepts and brain activities can be made by the difference in the images obtained when the assumed mental concept, or module, was or was not involved in a task (e.g., by comparing brain images of a subject reading proper and nonsense words). Differences between 2 functional images were interpreted as providing a quantitative map that localized the neuronal underpinnings of the mental modules; in the case at hand, that mental activity would be semantics. This experimental paradigm was soon adopted for fMRI studies, a technology which made functional brain imaging widely accessible.
However, it soon became clear that the brain response to cognitive subtraction did not follow the simplistic assumptions of ''pure insertion,'' but rather depended on the context of the task. The dependence of brain responses on their context created problems for cognitive psychology. Jerry Fodor, a founder of the field, concluded in 2000 that the mind does not work that way (5) , because the dependence on context undercut the causality claimed for the concepts of cognitive neuroscience. Results, including the influence of context in psychologically-based fMRI or PET studies, led us, in 1996, to question the value of such concepts for functional brain imaging. We suggested that the field would be better served by using the functional imaging data to question cognitive concepts, rather than by considering those assumptions proven when a difference image is acquired (6) .
However, prominent neuroimagers retained the potential value of the cognitive concepts, and considered that the loss of pure insertion might arise from the nonlinear nature of brain responses (7) . Parametric methods were designed to overcome brain nonlinearity and to more closely relate brain responses to the input activities (8) . However, in these studies, the search for brain responses to psychological concepts remained the goal. A strong version of that goal, that represents the popular position of pure insertion despite empirical set-backs, was described by Gazzaniga (9) , who says that ''we now understand that changes in our brain are both necessary and sufficient for changes in our mind,'' and continues by praising cognitive neuroscience for studying the mechanisms of cognitive phenomena.
This report studies the support of behavior by brain activity without making mentalistic/psychological assumptions about the unobserved processes presumably involved in observed behaviors or behavioral states and finds a necessary role for the unassigned high baseline energy. In both of these respects, it offers a previously untried methodology for relating brain activities to mental processes. We believe that brain activities provide necessary support for behavioral processes that are performed and experienced by the human (or rodent) in the state of consciousness. In our study, brain experiments are used to determine neuronal and energetic properties of a behavioral state, as distinguished from the claims that imaging results localize in the brain the mental processes that cause a cognitive conceptualization of behavior. Brain activities support and are properties of a person in a behavioral state, such as consciousness, and they, thus, enable mental processes such as remembering or intending, all of which contribute to being conscious. Instead of aiming to localize assumptions about the nature of a mental process, we start with a behavioral index that the individual is in the conscious state and then measure neuronal properties of that state. Rather than localizing psychological assumptions which, in Zeman's description (10) , would form the contents of consciousness, the subjects (rat or human) are defined as being in a conscious state by observations of reproducible behavior.
The state of consciousness is defined by the subject's ability to respond to stimuli using the criteria established in anesthesia (11) . The object of study should be the person, an entity which includes brain, body, and mental processes, that cooperate to interact with the environment. This position has been championed by Antonio Damasio who, as a neurologist and neuroscientist, has written compelling books in support of the idea that the study of ''mental activity, from its simplest aspects to its most sublime, requires both brain and body'' (12) . The neurophysiological basis of his belief is documented in an account of how body and brain are in continual back and forth interactions via chemical and neuronal impulses. Our position also resonates with a comprehensive analysis of cognitive neuroscience developed by Bennett and Hacker (13) . Their criticism is that mental functions are performed by the person; therefore, they are not located, represented, or encrypted in a brain. A person adds, subtracts, feels pain or decides to marry, not the brain. In this interpretation, brain activities can be necessary for a person's behavior, but they are not sufficient to explain it.
We propose that high baseline energy (therefore, the neuronal activity) in the awake state is a necessary property of the conscious state; when the energy is reduced sufficiently, there is loss of consciousness. Two additional brain properties measured are the significant changes in fMRI activation patterns and the neuronal population activity at different baseline energy states. Implications for philosophies and theories of the conscious state are discussed to demonstrate how measurable brain properties can allow a physical understanding of the state without psychological assumptions. The role of consciousness in the different stages/types of sleep or seizure (14) are beyond the scope of the current report.
Results

Behavioral Index and Energetic Basis for the Loss of Consciousness.
Studying loss of consciousness with anesthesia is an active neurophysiological research area (15, 16) , with the majority of studies trying to identify specific brain regions or signaling patterns that change significantly when consciousness is lost. We define the loss of the conscious state, similar to anesthesiologists, as occurring when a person or animal can no longer respond to stimulus ( Fig.  1A) . PET experiments have measured cerebral energies of human subjects at deepening levels of anesthesia (17) (18) (19) . At deep levels, subjects were not conscious based on their inability to respond to sensory stimuli and/or questions from the anesthesiologist (11) . Although there are many circumstances where humans do not have the abilities necessary to respond (i.e., sleep, coma, physical impairment, etc.), for the sake of simplicity, we limit the definition of unresponsiveness to individuals who have full expressive faculties. To avoid a proliferating terminology, we note that there are caveats to this definition. In the rat, the conscious state has been distinguished from the deeply anesthetized state by the loss of righting ref lex (20) . Based on these behavioral criteria of the loss of consciousness, humans and rats have the similar dose-response curves for common anesthetics (16) .
PET images of brain metabolism (of glucose and oxygen consumption; CMR glc and CMR O2 ) in varied depths of anesthesia show, to a first-order, ubiquitous depression of energy demand from the awake state ( Fig. 1B ; Table S1 ) (21) . These suppressions were not clearly regional or anesthesia specific, but beyond these first-order similarities specified differences abound. We propose that the near-homogeneous reductions in brain energy by anesthetics (Table S1) support the hypothesis that, to a first approximation, global energy reduction is responsible for loss of consciousness ( Fig. 1B) .
Three target sites have been identified for common anesthetics (16) , and all sites directly or indirectly inhibit glutamate neurotransmitter activity. Actions of all known anesthetic agents (with the exception of ketamine, which is anomalous in that it raises metabolic activity at low dosages and could be considered an upper energy bound) are consistent with decreases in the glutamate-GABA synaptic activity, and would cause the reductions observed in cerebral energy consumption. Because glutamatergic neurotransmission is widely spread throughout the brain (22) , its responsiveness to anesthetics (small molecules that diffuse readily throughout the brain) supports a global reduced neuronal firing consistent with the uniform energy reduction observed in the PET experiments.
In summary, we propose that the conscious state is supported by a high and relatively uniform state of baseline brain energy consumption and its associated neuronal activity. Consciousness is absent during anesthesia when regional energy levels are uniformly reduced by 40-50% from the awake resting values. However, the brain does not only exist in either of 2 extreme states, one conscious the other not. Rather, existing data suggests that there is a continuous variation of brain activity and the behavioral properties associated with consciousness as the brain energy level gradually falls (23) . Heinke and Schwarzbauer (24), and others (25), have shown that secondary processing regions in the human fMRI maps are decreased more at a moderate level of anesthesia than are the primary sensory regions. Although the awake fully conscious state can be distinguished clearly from its loss, future experiments could delineate details of these graded transitions. We propose that energy would be a unifying parameter in such experiments.
Uniformly Distributed High Baseline Energy Supports the Conscious
State. The human brain, which claims Ϸ2% of our body mass, is responsible for Ϸ20% of our body oxygen consumption. Continuous energy supply is imperative for brain function, because endogenous energy reserves are minimal (26) . Normal function needs blood circulation to efficiently provide nutrients and remove waste (27) . The energetic costs for brain work are mainly met by ATP derived from glucose oxidation (22) . Because activities at the nerve terminal are in continuous need of energy, demand for it is a fundamental requirement (28) .
To determine exactly how high the energy demand for neuronal activity is, rat experiments were performed using 13 C MRS. The studies were based on the ability of MRS in combination with 13 C labeled substrates such as glucose and acetate to measure the cerebral energy production rates in neurons by the rate of glucose oxidation (CMR glc(ox),N ) in the tri-carboxylic acid cycle and the coupled rates of neurotransmitter glutamate and GABA release and recycling (V cyc ) (29) . The rates of glucose oxidation and neurotransmitter cycling were measured over a wide range of brain activities, taking the rats from isoelectric pentobarbital anesthesia, under which there is no neuronal signaling, to mildly anesthetized states with higher neuronal signaling activity. The plot of V cyc vs. CMR glc(ox),N fitted a straight line of a slope of unity and an intercept of Ϸ0.1 mol/g/min ( Fig. 2A) .
These results (29) , in agreement with reports from other laboratories (30) , are significant in several respects. They establish a quantitative molecular relationship between cortical oxidative energy production and the glutamate neurotransmitter flux, which is coupled to the rate of neuronal firing (22) . At the intercept where V cyc falls to zero, CMR glc(ox),N had fallen to Ϸ0.1 mol/g/min, which is only 15-20% of the value in the awake rat brain (of Ϸ0.7 mol/g/min). Hence, in the awake, resting (basal) state 80-85% of the neuronal energy consumption is devoted to supporting neuronal signaling. A similar high ratio of V cyc to CMR glc(ox),N was found in 13 C MRS studies of the awake human brain (Fig. 2B) (30, 31) . This high level of neuronal signaling in the absence of specific stimulations required fundamental reevaluations of results from higher level brain studies, including those using functional imaging (1) .
PET images of CMR glc in the awake, resting (basal) state show regional distribution of the high baseline energy demand ( Fig.  2C ; Table S2 ) (17) (18) (19) 32) . Because PET and 13 C MRS metabolic measurements are averaged over minutes, temporal fluctuations cannot be accurately assessed. However, it is unlikely that spontaneous variations are larger than the Ϸ15% evoked changes observed during strong sensory stimulation in awake humans (33) .
These results suggest that the high and widely distributed level of brain energy exists in the conscious human brain to support a high level of neuronal firing, which is globally reduced during the loss of consciousness at deep anesthesia.
Effect of Baseline Energy on fMRI Activation Patterns. The total energy of neuronal activity in a brain volume and the incremental energy during a stimulus can be measured noninvasively by 13 C MRS and calibrated fMRI methods, respectively (34) . When there is an increase in cortical neuronal activity, there is a concomitant increase in cerebral blood flow (CBF) and volume CBV) to bring more oxygen to the brain to provide fuel for the neurons and glia (26) . The blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal is sensitive to these changes, as well as to changes in CMR O2 (35) . Recent work combining BOLD measurements with measurements of CBF (and CBV), using calibrated fMRI, have allowed CMR O2 increments (⌬CMR O2 ) to be derived from the BOLD signal (36) . Because fMRI has good spatiotemporal resolution and allows ample brain coverage, it has become attractive to calculate ⌬CMR O2 with calibrated fMRI even for event-related paradigms (37) , which is desired in cognitive fMRI studies.
For fMRI experiments, it has been conventional to describe the total energy in the unstimulated state as the ''baseline'' energy (2, 38) . The different meanings attributed to the term baseline are simplified when we simply consider it an operational term. In our usage, baseline is an adjective that describes a property of the brain state that exists before a stimulation of interest. That state has values of baseline CMR O2 , baseline BOLD signal, and baseline CBF etc., and on stimulation, we detect their increments. The imaging consequences of baseline energies were explored by experiments in rats at 2 anesthetic states, characterized by very different baseline energies (39) , where energy in the lower state (␣-chloralose) was 40-60% less than in the higher energy state (halothane). Forepaw stimulation that was administered in both states excited the contralateral primary somatosensory cortex. However, there were major differences between fMRI activations in the 2 states. At high baseline, there were additional weak activations in anterior brain regions (Fig. 3A) , which included primary and secondary somatosensory cortices in the contralateral side along with other distal regions. At low baseline, strong activations were found mainly in the contralateral primary somatosensory cortex (Fig.  3B) . Several studies have suggested that activity patterns become more localized in deep anesthetized states (40, 41) . Functional MRI studies in primates and humans are supportive of these findings (42, 43) .
In summary, these results indicate that at higher baseline energy fMRI activations are spread across larger cortical areas. At present, due to experimental limitations, fMRI studies of awake rodents have been limited. However, the few that have been performed are consistent with delocalized fMRI activation patterns (44) .
Effect of Baseline Energy on Distribution of Neuronal Firing.
The chemical relationship between the rates of glutamate neurotransmitter release and neuronal oxidative energy production/ consumption were experimentally related to electrophysiological measurements of neuronal firing rates. Studies of high resolution calibrated fMRI and multiunit recordings (in rats) showed a similar relationship between changes in neuronal oxygen consumption and the average rate of neuronal firing during sensory stimulation (45) . Changes in CMR O2 in an fMRI voxel were proportional to changes in the neuronal firing frequencies of a representative ensemble of neurons in that voxel. When the same neuronal population was measured across different states, relative changes in CMR O2 were quantitatively related to shifts in ensemble firing rates.
Baseline energy level affects the distribution of neuronal firing rates in the activated volume (39) . Neuronal histograms in the two states (␣-chloralose and halothane) showed that the population can be divided into subgroups of slow and rapid signaling neurons (SSN and RSN, respectively). Greater RSN and SSN subpopulations were observed in the higher (Fig. 4A ) and lower (Fig. 4B ) energy baseline states, respectively. The most conspicuous difference between the 2 anesthetized states of different energy was the dominance of RSN activity under halothane (i.e., RSN/SSN ratio is high) in contrast to ␣-chloralose (i.e., RSN/ SSN ratio is low). Similar anesthesia-dependent shifts in high vs. low frequency neuronal signaling have been reported (46) . High frequency signaling, including ␥-band electrical activity, has been extensively studied with EEG (15) , and has been shown to be attenuated by anesthesia (47) . The ␥-band activity tends to be synchronized between homologous sensorimotor regions of both hemispheres (48) , and can be modified by variations in global activity (49) . These results gave rise to the hypothesis that the RSN activity supports intracortical signaling and synchronization, in accord with previous assignments of similar frequencies observed electrically as the ␥-band type signaling in EEG (39) . However, it has been suggested that the reduction in ␥-band is not a unitary correlate of anesthetic-induced unconsciousness (50) . In summary, these results indicate that at higher baseline energy consumption the elevated RSN population supports interactions across distant brain regions. We hypothesize that in the high energy baseline state rich intracortical interactions represented by high frequency ␥-band type signaling support evoked changes in fMRI activation in areas beyond the primary area.
Discussion
Our understanding of the conscious state grows from measurements of its properties (Fig. S1 ). The high global neuronal activity/energy is a necessary property of the conscious state, which if reduced by anesthesia, causes loss of consciousness. High brain activity is not consciousness; rather, it is a brain property that provides necessary, but not sufficient support of the conscious state. Objective, reliable understandings of the conscious state are expected to gradually emerge from measurable brain properties. This growing understanding of the ''state'' of consciousness, although impoverished compared with philosophical and quotidian formulations of the ''contents'' of consciousness, benefits from scientific reliability supplied by the bottom-up physically based neurophysiological measurements.
The relative energetics of the contents of consciousness and the state of consciousness offer clarification to ongoing debates about the role of brain activities in mental processes. The brain/mind question is a generalization of experimental hopes of understanding the relation between subjective mental processes and objective brain function. Christof Koch overcomes this divide by biting the bullet: ''I take subjective experience as given and assume that brain activity is both necessary and sufficient for biological creatures to experience something'' (ref. 51, p. 19) . He assumes that there must be neuronal correlates of consciousness (NCC) that contain explicit correspondence between a mental event and its neuronal correlates (ref. 51, p. 17) . His research starts with visual processes with hopes of proceeding from their NCC to correlates of subjective mental processes, which form the contents of consciousness. However, we and others have repeatedly found it necessary to distinguish between the neuronal responses to sensory stimuli and the prospects for identifying NCC of subjective concepts (52) (53) (54) . Koch recognizes that even if NCC of visual processes are found, the Cartesian divide has not yet been crossed. He postulates that even with NCC in hand, additional activities would be needed to link them with subjectivity, and therefore, introduces an enabling factor (NCCe) that supports the contents of consciousness (ref. 51, p. 88) .
We propose that a range of high global energy production and consumption is a brain property necessary to support the conscious state; thus, fulfilling the role envisaged for the NCCe. Without a high level of brain energy, a person does not display the brain properties of the conscious state we have measured (the delocalized fMRI activities and the high frequency neuronal firing). Although suggesting that the conscious state agrees with their perceived role for an enabling condition, we are not in agreement with the view, as expressed by Koch, that ''brain activity is both necessary and sufficient for biological sentience'' (ref. 51, p. 9) . Rather, we propose that an understanding of the conscious state should build on neurophysiological properties that are necessary for, but not sufficient for, the person's ability to have complex behavioral functions.
Our approach does not start with a priori assumptions about the nature of mental processes, including the concept of consciousness. Our proposed approach does not question the value of using mental concepts like intention, memory, attention or love in everyday life. However, using mentalistic-, philosophical-, and folk-psychological concepts in neurophysiological studies of brain properties assumes that the Cartesian dualism is resolved.
The different magnitudes of baseline and incremental energies provide a physical basis for Llinas's views that ''sensory cues earn representation via their impact on the preexisting functional disposition of the brain'' (ref. 54, p. 8) . Llinas, from his electrophysiological studies that followed many reports, especially by Singer and coworkers (55) , proposed that the 40-Hz electrical signals recorded on the scalp measure consciousness, and further suggested that their synchronicity (56) binds together separate brain activities into a ''substrate of self'' (ref. 54, p. 126 ). Crick and Koch (57) extended this idea to propose that the 40-Hz oscillations bind together the different inputs to thereby create awareness.
The increase in the Ϸ40-Hz signal in the conscious awake state is a consequence of the general increase in energy in the state. Histograms of neuronal firing frequencies in the rat (Fig. 4) , and similar results in other species (42) , show an increase in activity across a broad band of RSN frequencies including 40 Hz. Although its coherence may or may not have a role in binding together brain activities (57) , its increased magnitude in the conscious state (15, 54) is most likely a consequence of the high baseline energy.
Conclusions
Our experimental protocols are describing brain properties of the person in the state of consciousness. This approach does not promise descriptions of the contents of consciousness, which would be defining subjective mental processes in objective terms. However, it has identified brain properties for the human in a conscious state that change with loss of consciousness; properties, at the neuronal level which in their interconnections display the characteristics of consciousness.
Why do we identify the conscious state in so limited a behavioral way, by the human's response to stimuli, which is simplistic compared with psychological efforts to formulate its meaning? Certainly, the property of responding to a stimulus does not do justice to the richness of mental processes usually intended for the word. However, the very jarring nature of this limited test for the existence of consciousness illustrates an important point that we have made above and elsewhere (52, 53) . Namely, to study mental processes, we do not assume them to be already described by cognitive psychology. Generalizations of psychological concepts like fear, memory, attention, or cognition are of great utility in everyday life, but assuming them introduces subjectivity into brain research. In gaining scientific objectivity by avoiding the study of subjective concepts, we have confined our studies to bottom-up neuronal properties that are sketching a neuronal basis for a behaviorally defined state of consciousness.
Materials and Methods
All experiments in humans (for PET, see refs. 17-19; for 13 C MRS, see details in refs. 30, 31) and rats (for fMRI-electrical, see refs. 39, 45; for 13 C MRS, see details in ref. 30) were conducted with approved protocols as described in the original papers. CMR glc and CMRO2 data from PET studies were (17) (18) (19) analyzed for different regions (Tables S1 and S2). The fMRI activation patterns and the neuronal activity patterns were obtained from the primary somatosensory cortex of the rat (39) .
